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TRANSLATING SOLUTIONS TO THE GAUSS CURVATURE FLOW WITH FLAT SIDES
KYEONGSU CHOI, PANAGIOTA DASKALOPOULOS, AND KIAHM LEE
Abstract. We derive local C2 estimates for complete non-compact translating solitons of the Gauss curvature
flow in R3 which are graphs over a convex domain Ω. This is closely is related to deriving local C1,1 estimates
for the degenerate Monge-Ampe´re equation. As a result, given a weakly convex bounded domain Ω, we
establish the existence of a C1,1loc translating soliton. In particular, when the boundary BΩ has a line segment,
we show the existence of flat sides of the translator from a local a’priori non-degeneracy estimate near the
free-boundary.
1. introduction
We recall that an one-parameter family of immersions F : Mn ˆ p0,T q Ñ Rn`1 is a solution of the
Gauss curvature flow, if for each t P p0,T q, FpMn, tq “ Σt is a complete convex hypersurface embedded
in Rn`1 satisfying
(1.1)
B
Bt Fpp, tq “ Kpp, tq~npp, tq
where Kpp, tq and ~npp, tq are the Gauss curvature and the interior unit vector of Σt at the point Fpp, tq,
respectively.
In this paper, we consider a translating solution Σt to the Gauss curvature flow in R3 satisfying
Σt “ Σ` ct~e3 C tY ` ct~e3 P R3 : Y P Σu,
where ~e3 “ p0, 0, 1q and the speed c is a constant, and Σ is a complete convex hypersurface embedded in
R3. We observe that there exist a convex open set Ω Ă R2 and a convex function u : Ω Ñ R satisfying
Σ is the boundary of tpx, tq : x P Ω, t ě upxqu.
By the result in [21], the set Ω must be bounded . If ApΩq denotes the area of Ω, it follows that u is a
smooth function satisfying
(1.2)
$’’&’’%
det D2u
p1` |Du|2q 32
“ 2piApΩq in Ω,
lim
xÑBΩ |Du|pxq “ `8 on BΩ.
Conversely, given an open bounded convex set Ω Ă R2, there exists a solution u : Ω Ñ R of (1.2), and
any two solutions differ by a constant. (See [21] and Theorem 4.8 in [20]). Hence, given a translator Σ in
R3 of the Gauss curvature flow, there exists an open bounded convex set Ω P R2 such that Σ converges to
the cylinder BΩˆ R, and the immersion F : M2 Ñ R3 of FpM2q “ Σ satisfies
(*) Kppq “ 2piApΩq x~nppq, ~e3 y.
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We recall the result of John Urbas in [21].
Theorem 1.1 (Urbas). Given an open bounded convex domain Ω Ă R2, there exists a convex solution
u : Ω Ñ R satisfying (1.2), and it is unique up to addition by a constant. In particular, if for each
x0 P BΩ, there exists a ball B Ă R2 satisfying Ω Ă B and x0 P BB, then the solution u is a smooth function
satisfying
lim
xÑBΩ upxq “ `8.
This result guarantees that there exists a unique C1 translator Σ “ Btpx, tq : x P Ω, t ě upxqu for any
open bounded convex domain Ω. Also, if Ω is a uniformly convex domain, then Σ is strictly convex, and
thus C8 smooth by standard estimates. However, if Ω is weakly convex, then Σ may not be strictly convex
on the boundary of Ω. Richard Hamilton conjectured that if Ω is a square, then Σ has flat sides on the
boundary of Ω. This is shown in the next picture.
Ω
BΩ
y
x
(a) xy-plane
Ω
BΩ
u
u¯
(b) Flat sides of hatches
Figure 1. Translator Σ on a square
The above picture describes that in the case that Ω is the square and L is one of the edges of BΩ, for
any x0 P L the limit u¯px0q :“ limxÑx0 upxq exists and defines a function u¯ : L Ñ R whose graph is the
boundary of one of the flat sides.
The main result in this paper concerns with the general case of translators in R3 with flat sides and
in particular provides the proof of Hamilton’s conjecture and establishes the optimal regularity of the
translator in this degenerate case. The result is given for surface solutions in R3 but it can be generalized
in higher dimensions under certain constraints. See the discussion at the end of this section for further
remarks about the higher dimensional case.
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Theorem 1.2. Let Ω be a convex open bounded domain in R2, and let u be a solution to (1.2) on Ω. Then,
the corresponding solution Σ to (*) is of class C1,1loc .
Suppose that the boundary BΩ contains a line segment L “ ttp ` p1 ´ tqq : p, q P BΩ, t P p0, 1qu.
Then, there exists a function u¯ : L Ñ R such that
u¯px0q “ lim
xÑx0
upxq.
The Gauss curvature flow was first introduced by Firey in [15], where he showed that a closed strictly
convex and centrally symmetric solution in R3 converges to a round point. In [19] Tso established the
existence of closed and strictly convex solutions in Rn`1 and showed that it converges to a point. Andrews
[3] extended Tso’s result to the flow by positive powers of the Gauss curvature, namely a strictly convex
closed solution, to the α-Gauss curvature flow BtF “ Kα~n.
The asymptotic behavior of strictly convex closed solutions has been widely studied. In the affine-
invariant case α “ 1n`2 , Calabi [7] showed that closed self-similar solutions are ellipsoids, and Andrews
[1] established the convergence of rescaled solutions to the ellipsoids. In the higher power case α ą 1n`2 ,
the convergence of rescaled solutions to the round spheres was established by Chow [11] for α “ 1n ,
Andrews [2] for α “ 1 and n “ 2, and Andrews-Chen [4] for α P p12 , 1q and n “ 2.
Recently, Guan-Ni [16] showed the convergence of the rescaled flows to closed self-similar solutions
for α “ 1 and n ě 2, and jointly with Andrews [5] they extended the result for α ą 1n`2 . The uniqueness
of strictly convex closed solutions was proven by Choi-Daskalopoulos [9] for 1n ă α ă 1 ` 1n , and the
result was extended for α ą 1n`2 in their joint work with Brendle [6]. In the work [6], they also gave an
alternate proof of the result in [7] for α “ 1n`2 .
Regarding the non-comapct case, the all-time existence of a non-compact complete and strictly convex
solution α-Gauss curvature flow in Rn`1 was established by Choi-Daskalopoulos-Kim-Lee [10]. There-
fore, the convergence of such solutions to complete self-similar solutions becomes a natural question.
Different from the closed case, self-expanders for α ą 0 and translators α ą 12 have been completely
classified by Urbas [21] in C1 sense. In this paper, we will improve the C1 regularity to C1,1 for n “ 2
and α “ 1, and we will show that the C1,1 is the optimal regularity. See Remark 1.3. As our main result
states, we are especially interested in translators with flat sides.
Closed solutions of the Gauss curvature flow in R3 with flat sides was considered by R. Hamilton in
[17], and the C8 regularity of its free boundary was studied in [12, 13, 18]. The optimal C1,1 regularity
for n “ 2 and α “ 1 was obtained in [2], and the C1,β regularity for other n and α was established in [14].
Discussion on the Proof:
To establish the interior C1,1 regularity of the surface Σ we will bound ηΛ, where Λ “ maxpλ1ppq, λ2ppqq
denotes the largest principal curvature of Σ and η is the cut-off function η “ p|Fppq|2´R2q` as defined in
Notation 2.1. If one chooses instead the standard cut-off function ηsppq “ pR2´|Fppq|2q` or the level set
cut-off function ηLppq “ pM ´ x~e3, ~nppqyq`, then the estimate fails because of counter examples. Since
the equation (*) only depends on the area A, the solution Σ1 defined on p0, 1q ˆ p0, 1q satisfies the same
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equation to the solution Σ defined on p0, q ˆ p0, 1{q. However, it is clear that Σ has larger curvature
than Σ1 near the tip. However, ηs and ηL can not distinguish between Σ1 and Σ . Thus, one should use
a cut-off function which included information about the global structure Ω as the cut-off function η in
Notation 2.1.
To show the existence of flat sides, we need to deal with technical difficulties arising from the non-
compactness of our solution Σ. One of the difficulties is the double degeneracy on the flat sides. We may
consider p0, 1, 0q P R3 as the height vector, and define a convex function hpx, zq whose graph px, hpx, zq, zq
is the lower part of the solution Σ. Then, hpx, zq satisfies
det D2h
p1` |Dh|2q 32
“ ´ 2piApΩqDzh.(1.3)
Then, near the flat side tpx, zq : h “ ´1u, the right hand side ´Dzh “ |Dh| x´v, e2y has two degenerate
factors |Dh| and x´v, e2y, where e2 “ p0, 1q and v P R2 is the outward normal direction of the level set of
h. Since the level sets of h becomes parallel to e2 at the infinity, x´v, e2y goes to zero at the infinity.
Another challenge comes from the fact that the non-degeneracy of |Dh| depends on the global structure
Ω. In the previous works [12, 13, 17, 18], the lower bound for |Dh| h´ 12 depends on the initial data, and
this does not apply in the elliptic setting. Hence, we have to develop a new non-degeneracy estimate for
a solution h to the horizontal equation (1.3) which includes the information of the global structure of the
domain Ω. We will consider the gradient bound of a solution u to (1.2) instead of the non-degeneracy of
a solution h to (1.3) for convenience.
Outline of the paper:
A brief outline of this paper is as follows : In section 2 we will summarize the notation which will
be used throughout the paper. In section 3, we will derive interior C2 estimates for any strictly convex
complete smooth solution Σ by using a Pogorelov type computation which we localize by introducing the
cut-off function η mentioned above. If a portion of the boundary BΩ is sufficiently close to a line segment
L with normal direction e, then by using our C2 estimate, we will show that the solution Σ can be written
as a graph with respect to the direction e in a certain region including Lˆ R.
The proof of the C2 estimate although somehow technical, follows known techniques. The main chal-
lenge and new feature of this work lies in the proof of the existence of the flat side in Sections 4 and 5.
Section 4 contains one of the main points in this paper which follow from the construction of a barrier.
Since a complete supersolution defined on Ω1 satisfies ApΩ1q ą ApΩq, we can not put such a supersolu-
tion on top of a our solution Σ. Instead, we need to cut a complete supersolution and slide it to contact Σ.
This way we obtain the gradient bound of the level set at the contact point, which leads to the local lower
bound x´v, e2y. This implies the crucial partial derivative estimate of a solution u to (1.2) in Theorem 4.3.
In section 4, we derive a separable equation from the equation (1.2), namely
uxxuyy
p1` u2yq 32
ě det D
2u
p1` |Du|2q 32
“ 2piApΩq .
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By integrating this equation, we obtain the gradient bound at a certain point px0,´1 ` q in Section 5,
Lemma 5.1. Then, we establish the distance between the tip and the flat side bound in Theorem 5.2. The
existence of the flat side then follows and is shown in Theorem 5.3.
Remark 1.3 (Optimal regularity). Let us briefly remark that if there exists a flat side on a translator Σ, then
Σ has at most C1,1 regularity. The horizontal equation (1.3) yields
hvvhττ ě det D
2h
p1` |Dh|2q 32
ě ´2piA |Dh|xv, e2y
where vpx, zq is the outward normal and τpx, zq is a tangential direction of the level set of hpx, zq at a point
px, zq. We denote by Lr the level set tpx, zq : hpx, zq “ ru, and denote by κpx, zq the curvature of Lhpx,zq at
px, zq. Since we have hττ “ |Dh| κ, the inequality above gives hvv κ ě ´2piA´1xv, e2y. We will establish
the local lower bound for ´xv, e2y in section 3, which guarantees that
hvvκ ě c.
We choose a neighborhood U of a point px0, z0q on the free boundary Γ, namely px0, z0q P Γ C BL´1.
Since the level sets Lr monotonically converge to Γ, there exists a constant c such that
ş
LrXU ds ě c for r
close enough to ´1, where s is the arc length parameter. Hence, the following holds
2pi ě
ż
Lr
κds ě
ż
LrXU
κds ě c
maxLrXU hvv
.
Thus, maxLrXU hvv ě c holds for some uniform constant c. However, we have D2h “ 0 on L´1. Therefore,
D2h is not a continuous function.
Discussion on the higher dimensional case:
We consider a bounded open convex domain Ω P Rn with a flat side L Ă BΩ, namely L is an open
convex set of a hyperplane. The results in sections 4 and 5 can be naturally extended to higher dimensions.
So, we need to show that approximated strictly convex solutions are graphs with respect to the normal
direction e of L in a certain uniform region including Lˆ R. Therefore, if Ω has the axial symmetry with
respect to the direction e, then the existence of a flat side on Σ readily follows.
For the case without the symmetry, we need uniform estimates for the size of the region where the
approximated solutions are graphs with respect to e. In section 3, we utilize a local C1,1 estimate to derive
the size estimate. However, the translator would have at most local C1,
1
n´1 regularity as the parabolic case.
Therefore, it would be an interesting question to find an appropriate partial regularity of the translator in
higher dimensions, which yields the desired size estimate for the region where the solution is a graph with
respect to e.
2. Notation
For the convenience of the reader, we give below some basic notation which will be frequently used in
what follows. We will use Definition 2.2 and Notation 2.1 in section 3. Definition 2.3 and Notation 2.4
will be used in section 4 and 5.
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Notation 2.1 (To be used in section 3). We will use some standard notation on the metric, second funda-
mental form and the linearized operator.
(i) Let F : M2 Ñ R3 be an immersion defining a smooth and complete surface Σ by FpM2q “ Σ. If
BRpYq cut Σ as Definition 2.2, we define a cut-off function η : M2 Ñ R by
ηppq “ p|Fppq ´ Y|2 ´ R2q`.
(ii) We recall that gi j “ xFi, F jy, where Fi B ∇iF. Also, we denote as usual by gi j the inverse matrix
of gi j and Fi “ gi j F j.
(iii) For a strictly convex smooth hypersurface Σt, we denote by bi j the the inverse matrix ph´1qi j of
its second fundamental form hi j, namely bi jh jk “ δik.
(iv) We denote by L the linearized operator
L “ Kbi j∇i∇ j .
Furthermore, x , yL denotes the associated inner product x∇ f ,∇gyL “ Kbi j∇i f∇ jg, where f , g
are differentiable functions on Mn, and } ¨ }L denotes the L-norm given by the inner product
x , yL
(v) H and Λ denote the mean curvature and the largest principal curvature, respectively.
Definition 2.2 (Cutting ball). Given a ball BRpYq Ă R3 and a complete surface Σ Ă R3 , we say that a
compact surface Σc with boundary BΣc is cut off from Σ by BRpYq, if Σc Ă Σ and BΣc Ă BBRpYq hold.
Y RBRpYq
Σ
Σc
Figure 2. Cutting ball
Definition 2.3 (Axial symmetry). We say that a surface Σ Ă R3 has axial symmetry, if px, y, zq P Σ
guarantees p´x, y, zq, px,´y, zq P Σ. Similarly, a set Ω Ă R2 has axial symmetry, if px, yq P Ω guarantees
p´x, yq, px,´yq P Ω.
Notation 2.4 (To be used in sections 4 and 5). Also, we summarize some further notation.
(i) Given a set A Ă R3 and a constant s, we denote the x “ s level set by LxspAq “ tps, y, zq P Au.
Similarly, we denote y “ s and z “ s level set by LyspAq and LzspAq, respectively.
(ii) Given a constant s and a function f : Ω Ñ R with Ω Ă R2, we denote by Lsp f q the s-level set
tpx, yq P Ω : f px, yq “ su.
(iii) We let e1 and e2 the unit vectors p1, 0q and p0, 1q, respectively.
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(iv) For a complete and convex curve Γ Ă R2, its convex hull ConvpΓq is given by
ConvpΓq “ tptx` p1´ tqy : x, y P Γ, t P r0, 1su.
If A is a subset of ConvpΓq, then we say A is enclosed by Γ and use the notation
A ă Γ.
(v) Given a set A Ă R2, clpAq and IntpAq mean the closure and the interior of A, respectively.
3. Optimal C1,1 regularity
In this section, we will establish a local curvature estimate for smooth strictly convex complete solutions
of equation (*). In the last section we will use this estimate to obtain the optimal C1,1 regularity for a
weakly convex solution of (*) in the degenerate case. We recall that a solution of (*) has an immersion
F : M2 Ñ R3 of FpM2q “ Σ. Given a ball BRpYq we define the associated cut-off function η by
ηppq “ p|Fppq ´ Y|2 ´ R2q`. We have the following result.
Theorem 3.1 (Curvature bound). Let Σ be a smooth strictly convex complete solution of (*). Let Σc be the
cut off from Σ by a ball BRpYq Ă R3 as defined in Definition 2.2. Then, for any p P M2 with Fppq P Σc,
the maximum principal curvature Λppq :“ maxtλ1ppq, λ2ppqu satisfies
ηΛppq ď 9piApΩq supFpqqPΣc
|Fpqq ´ Y|3.
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that Y “ 0. Recall the definition of the cutting ball as
shown in Figure 2 above. The continuous function ηΛ attains its maximum on the compact set Σc at some
point Fpp0q P Σc,
ηΛpp0q “ max
FppqPΣc
ηΛppq.
Then, because we have η “ 0 on BΣc, Fpp0q is an interior point of Σc. Thus, ηΛ attains a local maximum
at p0. Moreover, we can choose an open chart pU, ϕq with p0 P ϕpUq and FpϕpUqq Ă Σc such that the
covariant derivatives t∇1Fpp0q,∇2Fpp0qu form an orthonormal basis of TΣFpp0q satisfying
gi jpp0q “ δi j, hi jpp0q “ δi jλipp0q, λ1pp0q “ Λpp0q.
Next, we define the function w : U Ñ R by
w “ ηh11
g11
.
Then, the Euler formula guarantees w ď ηΛ (c.f. Proposition 4.1 in [8]). Therefore, for all p P U, the
following holds
wppq ď ηΛppq ď ηΛpp0q “ wpp0q.
Thus, w also attains its maximum at p0.
Now, we consider the derivative of w. Then, ∇g11 “ 0 gives
∇iw
w
“ ∇ih11
h11
` ∇iη
η
.(3.1)
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Differentiating the equation above yields
∇i∇ jw
w
´ ∇iw∇ jw
w2
“ ∇i∇ jh11
h11
´ ∇ih11∇ jh11ph11q2 `
∇i∇ jη
η
´ ∇iη∇ jη
η2
and multiplying by Kbi j, we obtain
Lw
w
´ }∇w}
2
L
w2
“ L h11
h11
´ }∇h11}
2
L
ph11q2 `
L η
η
´ }∇η}
2
L
η2
.(3.2)
Observing next that L F :“ Kbi j ∇ j∇ jF “ Kbi j hi j ~n “ 2K ~n, we compute L η on the support of η as
follows:
L η “ L |F|2 “ 2xF,LFy ` 2x∇F,∇FyL “ 4KxF, ~ny ` 2Kbi jgi j “ 4KxF, ~ny ` 2H.
Thus, 4K “ 8piA´1x~e3, ~ny ď 8piA´1 and 2H ě 2Λ imply
L η ě ´8piA´1|F| ` 2Λ.(3.3)
Since w attains its maximum at p0, we have ∇wpp0q “ 0, and thus (3.1) gives
}∇h11}2L
ph11q2 pp0q “
}∇η}2L
η2
pp0q.
Hence, combining Lwpp0q ď 0, (3.2), (3.3) and the equation above yields the following at p0
0 ě L h11
h11
` 2Λ
η
´ 8pi|F|Aη ´
2}∇h11}2L
ph11q2 .(3.4)
To compute L h11, we begin by differentiating K,
∇1K “ Kbi j∇1hi j.(3.5)
By differentiating the equation above again, we obtain
∇1∇1K “ Kbi j∇1∇1hi j ` Kbi jbkl∇1hi j∇1hkl ´ Kbikb jl∇1hi j∇1hkl.(3.6)
We can derive L h11 from the first term Kbi j∇1∇1hi j as follows
Kbi j∇1∇1hi j “ Kbi j∇1∇ih j1 “ Kbi jp∇i∇1h j1 ` R1i jkhk1 ` R1i1khkjq(3.7)
“ Kbi j∇i∇ jh11 ` Kbi jph1 jhik ´ h1khi jqhk1 ` Kbi jph11hik ´ h1khi1qhkj
“ L h11 ´ 2Kh1khk1 ` KHh11.
On the other hand, differentiating (*) yields
∇1K “ 2piA x∇1~n, ~e3y “ ´
2pi
A h1k xF
k, ~e3 y.(3.8)
To get the right hand side of (3.6), we differentiate the equation above,
∇1∇1K “ ´2piA∇1h1kxF
k, ~e3y ´ 2piA h1kh
k
1 x~n, ~e3y “ ´
2pi
A ∇kh11xF
k, ~e3y ´ Kh1khk1.(3.9)
Combining (3.6), (3.7), and (3.9), we obtain the following at p0
L h11 “2|∇2h11|2 ´ 2∇1h11∇1h22 ´ 2piA∇kh11xF
k, ~e3y ´ K2.
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Hence, at p0, applying the equation above to (3.4) and the definition of the norm } ¨ }2L yield
0 ě 1
h11
`
2|∇2h11|2 ´ 2∇1h11∇1h22 ´ 2piA∇kh11xF
k, ~e3y ´ K2
˘
´ 2h22|∇1h11|
2 ` 2h11|∇2h11|2
ph11q2 `
2Λ
η
´ 8pi|F|Aη
“´ 2∇1h11ph22∇1h11 ` h11∇1h22qph11q2 `
1
h11
`´ 2piA∇kh11xFk, ~e3y ´ K2˘` 2Λη ´ 8pi|F|Aη .
However, (3.5) and (3.8) imply the following at p0
h22∇1h11 ` h11∇1h22 “ ∇1K “ ´2piA h11xF
1, ~e3y.
Therefore, the last inequality can be reduced to
0 ě ´2piA
∇2h11
h11
xF2, ~e3y ` 2piA
∇1h11
h11
xF1, ~e3y ´ K
2
h11
` 2Λ
η
´ 8pi|F|Aη .
Observing ph11q´1∇ih11pp0q “ ´η´1∇iηpp0q by (3.1) and ∇wpp0q “ 0, we have
0 ě 2piA
∇2η
η
xF2, ~e3y ´ 2piA
∇1η
η
xF1, ~e3y ´ K
2
h11
` 2Λ
η
´ 8pi|F|Aη .
Applying h11pp0q “ Λpp0q and (*) to the inequality above, we obtain
0 ě 4piAηxF2, FyxF
2, ~e3y ´ 4piAηxF1, FyxF
1, ~e3y ´ 4pi
2|x~n, ~e3y|2
A2Λ `
2Λ
η
´ 8pi|F|Aη .
We next multiply by ηΛ the last inequality and apply |xFi, FyxFi, ~e3y| ď |F| and x~n, ~e3y ď 1. Then, by
also using the definition η C p|F|2 ´ R2q, we obtain
0 ě ´16piA |F|Λ´
4pi2η
A2 ` 2Λ
2 ě 2Λ2 ´ 16piA |F|Λ´
4pi2
A2 |F|
2 .
Solving the quadratic inequality of Λ, we obtain an upper bound of Λ at p0,
Λ ď p4` 3
?
2qpi|F|
A ď
9pi
A |F|.
Therefore, multiplying by η ď |F|2 yields the desired result,
ηΛppq ď ηΛpp0q ď 9piA |F|
3pp0q ď 9piA supFpqqPΣc
|F|3pqq.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that Σ is a smooth strictly convex complete solution of (*), and the height xFppq, ~e3y
attains this minimum at a point p0 P M2. Given any point p P M2 with |Fppq ´ Fpp0q| " diampΩq, there
exists a ball BrpZq such that the convex hull of Σ contains BrpZq, Fppq P BBrpZq, and
r ě 10´3A|Fppq ´ Fpp0q|´1.
Proof. We set R “ 2diampΩq and Y “ Fpp0q ` 2xFppq ´ Fpp0q, e2y, and apply Theorem 3.1. Then, we
have H ď 103A´1|Fppq ´ Fpp0q| in the ball B1pFppqq. Hence, we can put a ball BrpZq satisfying the
desired conditions. 
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Lemma 3.3. Given a point ~x0 P Ω with Dup ~x0q ‰ 0, the height up~x0q ´ infΩ u is bounded by diampΩq,
an upper estimate for ApΩq, and a lower estimate for the area of Ω~x0 “ t~x P Ω : x~x´ ~x0,Dup~x0qy ě 0u.
Proof. We define Ω
~x0 “ t~x P Ω : up~xq ě up~x0qu and Γ~x0Ω “ t~x P Ω : up~xq “ up~x0qu. Since Γ~x0Ω is a convex
curve, Ω~x0 Ă Ω~x0 holds, namely ApΩ~x0q ď ApΩ~x0q.
We define the normal map N : Ω Ñ S 2 by N “ p´Du, 1qp1` |Du|2q´ 12 . Then, by (*) we have
|NpΩ~x0q| “ 2piApΩ~x0q{ApΩq ě 2piApΩ~x0q{ApΩq.
Therefore, the ratio of a lower estimate for ApΩ~x0q and an upper estimate for ApΩq yields an upper
estimate for D~x0 “ inft|Du|p~xq : ~x P Γ~x0Ω u. Therefore, the convexity of u guarantees
up~x0q ´ inf
Ω
u ď D~x0 ¨ diampΩq.

We close this section with the following result which will be used in the proof of Theorem 5.3.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that a strictly convex and smooth solution upx, yq to (1.2) satisfies Du|Du| “ e1 at
a point px0, y0q P Ω. Then, given a point px0, y¯q P BΩ, the distance |y0 ´ y¯| is bounded below by some
constant depending on upx0, y0q ´ infΩ u and diampΩq.
Proof. Lemma 3.2 gives a ball BrpZq such that px0, y0, upx0, y0qq P BBrpZq holds and the convex hull of Σ
contains BrpZq. Moreover, the radius r is bounded below by some constant depending on upx0, y0q´infΩ u
and diampΩq. Since Du|Du| “ e1 holds at px0, y0q, we have xZ, e2y “ y0. Thus, the points Z ˘ re2 P BBrpZq
are contained in the convex hull of Σ. This yields the desired result. 
4. Partial derivative bound
Theorem 3.4 in the previous section implies that a portion of the boundary Ω is close enough to a
straight segment L “ tpx, bq : a1 ď x ď a2u, then the gradient Du can not parallel to e1 in a neighborhood
of L “ tpx, bq : a1 `  ď x ď a2 ´ u. Namely, the surface Σ can be considered as a graph with respect
to the height vector e2 a neighborhood of L ˆ R. We will discuss this idea rigorously in the proof of the
main theorem 5.3.
In this section, we consider a domain Ωy “ tpx, zq : px, y, zq P Σu where a convex function h : Ωy Ñ R
is defined by px, hpx, zq, zq P Σ. Moreover, we may assume that the graph of hpx, zq contains the portion
tpx, y, zq P Σ : ´1 ď x ď 1,´1 ď y ď 0u of Σ.
We begin by deriving the equation of the function h.
(4.1)
det D2h
p1` |Dh|2q 32
“ K `1` |Dh|2˘ 12 “ 2piApΩqx~e3, ~ny`1` |Dh|2˘ 12 “ ´ 2piApΩqhz.
The right hand side of the equation above can written as p2pi{Aqhv x´e2, vy, where v is the outward normal
direction of the level set of h. Thus, the degenerate Monge-Ampere equation (4.1) has two degenerating
factors hv “ |Dh| and x´e2, vy. In this section, we study the lower bound for x´e2, vy which corresponds
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to the upper bound of |Bxu|, the partial derivative bound. Notice that |Bxu| is bounded even on the flat
sides.
To obtain the lower bound for x´e2, vy, we will construct an one parameter family of very wide but
short supersolutions ϕα of equation (4.1) with ApΩq ă R for some constant R. We will then cut the graph
of ϕα so that each of them each contained in a narrow cylinder. By sliding ϕα along the z-axis we will
estimate the partial derivative Bxu at a touching point which will lead to the desired upper bound for Bxu
as stated in Theorem 4.3.
∆α
x “ 1´ 3α, y “ ´1
x “ 1´ α, y “ ´1` 2α
xy
z
(a) Shaded flat side ∆α
∆α
p∆αq2α
1´ 3α
1´ α
x
z
(b) xz-plane
Figure 3. Supersolution ϕα
Definition 4.1 (Barrier construction). Given a constant α P p0, 1{6q, denote by ∆α the convex set
∆α “
#
px, zq P R2 : x P
´
´ R
4α
` 1´ 3α, 1´ 3α
¯
, z ě ´ R
4αpi
log cos
ˆ
4αpi
R
´
x´ 1` 3α` R
8α
¯˙+
.
We denote by d∆αpx, zq the distance function dppx, zq,∆αq. In particular, if px, zq P ∆α, then d∆αpx, zq “
0. By using d∆αpx, zq, we define the 2α-extension p∆αq2α of ∆α by
p∆αq2α “ tpx, zq P R2 : d∆αpx, zq ď 2αu.
Finally, we define the function ϕα : cl
`p∆αq2αz∆αq Ñ R by
ϕαpx, zq “ ´1` 2α´
b
4α2 ´ d2p∆αqpx, zq .
This is all shown in Figure 3.
Lemma 4.2 (Supersolution). Given a constant α P p0, 1{6q, the function ϕα in Definition 4.1 is a convex
function satisfying
det D2ϕ
p1` |Dϕ|2q 32
ď ´2piR ϕz .
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Proof. For convenience, we let ϕ and d denote ϕα and d∆α respectively. For each point p P R2 with
dppq ą 0, we denote by τppq and vppq the tangential and the normal direction of a level set Ldppqpdq of
the distance function d satisfying xτ, e1y ě 0 and xv, e2y ď 0, respectively. Then, we have
Dd “ v, dv “ |Dd| “ 1, dτ “ 0.(4.2)
We observe vppq “ vpp` vppqq for all  P R with dpp` vppqq ą 0, which implies
dvv “ dvτ “ 0.(4.3)
To derive dττppq, given a point p0, we consider the immersion γ : R Ñ R2 satisfying dpγpsqq “ dpp0q
with γp0q “ p0, where s is the arc length parameter of the level set, γpRq “ Ldpp0qpdq. By differentiating
dpγpsqq “ dpp0q twice with respect to s, we obtain
xγs, pD2dqγsy ` xDd, γssy “ 0
We can observe that γsp0q “ τpp0q and γssp0q “ ´κpp0qvpp0q, where κppq ą 0 is the curvature of
Ldppqpdq at p. Hence, Ddpγp0qq “ vpp0q implies xτ, pD2dqτy ` x´κv, vy “ 0 at p0. Thus,
dττppq “ κppq.(4.4)
Hence we can directly derive from (4.2). (4.3) and (4.4) the following holding at each p P cl`p∆αq2αz∆αq
ϕv “ dp4α2 ´ d2q´ 12 , ϕτ “ 0, ϕvv “ 4α2p4α2 ´ d2q´ 32 , ϕvτ “ 0, ϕττ “ κ ϕv.
Therefore, ϕ is a convex function.
Next, combining the equalities above yields
det D2ϕ
p1` |Dϕ|2q 32
“ ϕvvϕττ
p1` ϕ2vq 32
“ 1
2α
ϕττ “ 12α κ ϕv.(4.5)
Now, we consider the point p0 “ p´ dppqvppq P B∆α. Then, the convexity of B∆α leads to
κppq ď κpp0q.(4.6)
We recall that the Grim Reaper curve B∆α is the graph of the convex function fαpxq defined by
fαpxq “ ´ R4piα log cos
ˆ
4αpi
R
´
x´ 1` 3α` R
8α
¯˙
.(4.7)
Hence, at x0 with p0 “ px0, fαpx0qq, the following holds
κpp0q “ f
2
α px0q
p1` | f 1αpx0q|2q 32
“ 4piα{R
p1` | f 1αpx0q|2q 12
“ ´4piαR xvpp0q, e2y.
Thus, vpp0q “ vpp´ dppqvppqq “ vppq implies
κppq ď κpp0q “ ´4piαR xvpp0q, e2y “ ´
4piα
R xvppq, e2y.(4.8)
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Therefore, given a point p P cl`p∆αq2αz∆αq, (4.5), (4.6), and (4.8) give the desired result
det D2ϕ
p1` |Dϕ|2q 32
“ 1
2α
ϕvκ ď ´2piR ϕvxv, e2y “ ´
2pi
R
`
ϕvxv, e2y ` ϕτxτ, e2y
˘ “ ´2piR ϕz .

Theorem 4.3 (Partial derivative bound). Let Ω be an open strictly convex smooth subset of R2 such that
ApΩq ă R for some constant R and r´1, 1s ˆ r´1, 0s Ă Ω. In addition, a corresponding solution Σ to
(*) is a convex graph with respect to the height vector e2 in r´1, 1s ˆ r´1, 0s ˆ R. Then, the solution
u : Ω Ñ R to (1.2) defining Σ satisfies
Bxup1´ 5α,´1` q ď 2` 3 cot 4piα
2
R ,
for all  P p0, 1{2q and α P p0, 1{6q.
Proof. To construct a barrier Φt,α,α, we will cut the graph of  ` ϕα by t1´ 4αu ˆ R2 (the blue section in
Figure 4(a)) and slide it along z-direction until it touches Σ at a point P0. We will show that the contact
point P0 is contained in t1´ 4αuˆR2, namely P0 is a point on the front part of the boundary BΦt,α,α of the
barrier. (See the blue curve ΓF in Figure 4(a)). Then, we will estimate the partial derivative Bxu at P0 by
comparing with the barrier Φt,α,α at P0. After obtaining the bound on Bxu at P0, we will use the convexity
of the solution Σ the barrier Φt,α,α to show the desired bound of Bxu at p1´ 5α,´1` q.
P1
P0
P2
ΓT
ΓBΓF
y “ y0
x “ 1´ 4α
xy
z
(a) Blue section cutting the supersolution ϕα
px¯0, z¯0q
P2
P1x “ 1´ 4α
P0
ΓT
ΓB
ΓF
f 0,α
f,α
x
z
(b) xz-plane
Figure 4. Sliding barrier
Step 1 : Sliding barrier construction. We denote by Φα the graph of ϕα in r1´ 4α,`8q ˆ R2,
Φα “
 px, ϕαpx, zq, zq : px, zq P cl`p∆αq2αz∆αq, x ě 1´ 4α(.
Then, given constants  P p0, 1{2q and t P R, we translate Φα by ~e2 ` t~e3,
Φt,α “
 px, y` , z` tq : px, y, zq P Φαu.
Notice that definition of ϕα guarantees
Φt,α Ă r1´ 4α, 1´ αs ˆ r´1` ,´1`  ` 2αs ˆ r´t ´ 2α,`8q.
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Hence, there exists a constant t,α P R and a point P0 “ px0, y0, z0q P R3 satisfying
Σ
č
Φt,α “ H for t ą t,α, P0 P Σ
č
Φ
t,α
,α.(4.9)
We denote by ∆,α the projection of Φ
t,α
,α into the xz-plane, and consider Φ
t,α
,α as the graph of a function
ϕ,α : ∆,α Ñ R
∆,α “ tpx, zq : px, y, zq P Φt,α,αu, Φt,α,α “ tpx, ϕ,αpx, zq, zq : px, zq P ∆,αu.
Step 2 : Position of the contact point P0. In this step, we will show that the contact point P0 is contained
in the front part Lx1´4αpΦt,α,αq of the boundary BΦt,α,α.
First of all, the contact point P0 can not be an interior point of Φ
t,α
,α, because ϕ,α is a supersolution.
Thus, P0 is a point on the boundary BΦt,α,α of Φt,α,α. We observe that the boundary BΦt,α,α can be decomposed
into the top ΓT , bottom ΓB, and front ΓF boundary as following
BΦt,α,α “ ΓT
ď
ΓB
ď
ΓF , ΓT “ Ly´1``2αpΦt,α,αq, ΓB “ Ly´1`pΦt,α,αq, ΓF “ Lx1´4αpΦt,α,αq.(4.10)
We denote by P1 and P2 the end point of the top ΓT and the bottom ΓB boundary, respectively
P1 “ px1, y1, z1q “ ΓT
č
ΓF “ p1´ 4α,´1`  ` 2α, z1q,(4.11)
P2 “ px2, y2, z2q “ ΓB
č
ΓF “ p1´ 4α,´1` , z2q.
On the other hand (4.9) gives clp∆,αq C ∆,α Ă IntpΩyq and hpx, zq ď ϕ,αpx, zq on ∆,α. Also, we
have |Dϕ,α| “ `8 on ΓT . Hence, if P0 P
`
ΓT ztP1u
˘
, then |Dh| “ `8 holds at P0 by h ď ϕ,α, which
contradicts to clp∆,αq Ă IntpΩyq. Thus,
P0 R
`
ΓT ztP1u
˘
Moreover, we have |Dϕ,α| “ 0 on ΓB. Thus, if P0 P
`
ΓBztP2u
˘
, then |Dh| “ 0 holds at P0. However, Σ
is a strictly convex complete surface, which means |Dh| ‰ 0. Therefore,
P0 R
`
ΓBztP2u
˘
Hence, by (4.10) and (4.11), P0 is a point on the front boundary ΓF
P0 “ px0, y0, z0q “ p1´ 4α, y0, z0q P ΓF .(4.12)
Step 3 : Distance between P0 and P2. In this step, we will estimate z2 ´ z0 in terms of α.
We recall that the Grim reaper curve B∆α is the graph of the function fαpxq defined by (4.7) and ∆,α is
a subset of ∆,α C ∆α ` t,αez. Hence, B∆,α is the graph of the function f,α defined by
f,αpxq “ t,α ` fαpxq “ t,α ´ R4piα log cos
ˆ
4αpi
R
´
x´ 1` 3α` R
2α
¯˙
.(4.13)
By definition of ϕα, there exists a unique point px¯0, z¯0q P B∆,α such that
dppx0, z0q,∆,αq “ dppx0, z0q, px¯0, z¯0qq ď 2α.(4.14)
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We know x0 “ x2 “ 1 ´ 4α by (4.11) and (4.12). Hence, for all x P rx¯0, x2s, we can derive from (4.13)
the following inequality
f 1,αpx¯0q ď f 1,αpxq ď f 1,αpx2q “ tan
ˆ
4piα
R
´
x0 ´ 1` 3α` R2α
¯˙
“ cot 4piα
2
R .(4.15)
Therefore, combining (4.14) and (4.15) yields
z2 ´ z0 ď pz¯0 ´ z0q ` pz2 ´ z¯0q ď 2α` pz6 ´ z¯0q ď 2α`
ż x2
x¯0
f 1,αpxqdx ď 2α` 2α cot 4piα
2
R .(4.16)
z4
z5
x “ 1´ 5α
x “ 1´ 4α
z1
z0
z6
z2
z
x
up¨ ,´1` q
up¨, y0q
f 0,α
Figure 5. Level sets of the solution h
Step 4 : Partial derivative Bxu bound at the contact point P0. We can consider the level set Ly0pϕ,αq
as the graph of a convex function f 0,α : r1 ´ 4α, 1 ´ αq Ñ R, namely Ly0pϕ,αq “ tpx, f 0,αpxqq : x P
r1´ 4α, 1´ αqu. Then, by the definitions of ϕα and px¯0, z¯0q, we have p f 0,αq1px0q “ f 1,αpx¯0q. Thus, (4.15)
yields the bound
p f 0,αq1px0q ď cotp4piα2{Rq .
On the other hand, (4.9) implies Ly0pϕ,αq ă Ly0phq, namely upx, y0q ď f 0,αpxq holds for all x P
r1´ 4α, 1´ αq. Therefore,
Bxupx0, y0q ď p f 0,αq1px0q ď cotp4piα2{Rq.(4.17)
Step 5 : Partial derivative Bxu bound at the given point. We define the points P3, P4, P5 on Σ by
P3 “ px3, y3, z3q C p1´ 5α, y0, up1´ 5α, y0qq,
P4 “ px4, y4, z4q C p1´ 5α,´1` , up1´ 5α,´1` qq,
P5 “ px5, y5, z5q C p1´ 4α,´1` , up1´ 4α,´1` qq.
Since we know P0, P3 P Lyy0pΣq, the inequality (4.17) and the convexity of u give
z0 ´ z3 “
ż x0
x3
Bxupx, y0qdx ď
ż x0
x3
Bxupx0, y0qdx “ α
`Bxupx0, y0q˘ ď α cot 4piα2R .
By adding (4.16) and the inequality above, we obtain
z2 ´ z3 ď 2α` 3α cotp4piα2{Rq.(4.18)
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On the other hand, (4.9) implies that L´1`pϕ,αq ă L´1`phq. Therefore, x2 “ x5 “ 1´4α, px2, z2q P
L´1`pϕ,αq, and px5, z5q P L´1`phq guarantee
z2 “ ϕ,αpx2q ě upx2,´1` q “ upx5,´1` q “ z5.
Also, the convexity and symmetry of Σ give that
z3 ď z4
Thus, subtracting the inequalities above yields z5 ´ z4 ď z2 ´ z3. Applying (4.18) , we have
z5 ´ z4 ď 2α` 3α cotp4piα2{Rq.
Hence, the desired result follows by the following computation
z5 ´ z4 “
ż x5
x4
Bxupx,´1` qdx ě
ż x5
x4
Bxupx4,´1` qdx “ α
`Bxup1´ 5α,´1` q¯.

5. Distance from the tip to flat sides
Let Σ be the translating solution to the Gauss curvature flow over the square Ω as in Theorem 1.2. In
this final section we will show that this solution has flat sides, as stated in Theorem 5.2 below. To this
end, we will study the distance from the tip of a solution Σ to each point on the free boundary, that is the
boundary of the flat sides. To estimate this distance one needs to establish a gradient bound for solutions
to the equation (1.2) at a certain point near the flat sides. Since the gradient bound depends on the global
structure of Ω, we will establish an integral estimate by deriving a separation of variables structure from
(1.2) as in the proof of the following Lemma.
Lemma 5.1 (Gradient bound). Let a domain Ω and a solution u satisfy the conditions in Theorem 4.3 .
Assume that ra, bs ˆ r´1,´1`σs Ă p´1, 1q ˆ r´1,´12q, for some constants a, b, σ. Then, there exists a
point x0 P ra, bs satisfying
´Byupx0,´1` σq ď
d
MR
2piσpb´ aq ,
where M “ sup
yPp0,σq
sup
xPpa,bq
|Bxu|px,´1` yq.
Proof. Since we have ApΩq ă R, the following inequality holds
uyyuxx
p1` u2yq 32
ě uyyuxx ´ u
2
xy
p1` u2x ` u2yq 32
“ det D
2u
p1` |Du|2q 32
“ 2piA ą
2pi
R .
Combining the above inequality with Holder inequality yields´ ż b
a
uyy
p1` u2yq 32
dx
¯´ ż b
a
uxx dx
¯
ą
´ ż b
a
p2pi{Rq 12 dx
¯2 “ 2piR pa´ bq2.
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On the other hand, for y P p0, σq the following holdsż b
a
uxxp¨,´1` yq dx “ uxpb,´1` yq ´ uxpa,´1` yq ď 2M.
Hence,
1
b´ a
ż b
a
ż ´1`σ
´1
uyy
p1` u2yq 32
dydx ě piσ
MRpb´ aq.
Therefore, there exists a constant x0 P ra, bs satisfyingż ´1`σ
´1
uyy
p1` u2yq 32
px0, ¨ qdy ě piσMRpb´ aq.
Moreover, by |uy| ď p1` u2yq 12 , we haveż ´1`σ
´1
uyy
p1` u2yq 32
px0, ¨ q dy “ uyp1` u2yq 12
px0, ¨ q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
´1`σ
´1
ď uy
p1` u2yq 12
px0,´1` σq ` 1.
Hence, at px0,´1` σq, the following holds
|uy|
p1` u2yq 12
px0,´1` σq “ ´uyp1` u2yq 12
px0,´1` σq ď 1´ piσMRpb´ aq.
We may assume uy ‰ 0 and take the reciprocal of the above inequality.
1` u´2y px0,´1` σq ě
`
1´ piσ
MRpb´ aq
˘´2 ě `1` piσ
MRpb´ aq
˘2 ě 1` 2piσ
MR pb´ aq
which implies to the desired result. 
The distance between the tip of the translating solution Σ over the square and its flat sides is estimated
in the following result.
Theorem 5.2 (Distance between the tip and flat sides). Let Ω and u satisfy the conditions in Theorem 4.3.
Given α P p0, 1{6q, the following holds
inf
5αďxď6α up1´ x,´1q ´ infΩ u ď p4` Rα
´2qdiampΩq.
Proof. We begin by setting a0 “ 1´ 6α, b0 “ 1´ 5α, σ0 “ 12 , and
M “ sup
yPp0,σ0q
sup
xPra0,b0s
|Bxu|px,´1` yq.
Then, by Lemma 5.1, there exists a point x0 P ra0, b0s satisfying
´Byupx0,´1` 1{2q ď 2´ 12 pMR{piαq 12 .(5.1)
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y “ ´1` 1{2
y “ ´1` 1{4
y “ ´1` 1{8
y “ ´1` 1{16
x
y
a0 b0x0
x1a1 b1
x2a2 b2
x3a3 b3
Figure 6. Converging points on domain Ω
We choose an interval ra1, b1s satisfying x0 P ra1, b1s Ă ra0, b0s and b1 ´ a1 “ 2´1{3α. Then, for
σ1 “ 2´2, we have sup
yPp0,σ1q
sup
xPra1,b1s
|Bxu|px,´1 ` yq ď M. Hence, Lemma 5.1 gives a point x1 P ra1, b1s
satisfying
´Byupx1,´1` 1{22q ď 2´ 12` 23 pMR{piαq 12 .
By setting σn “ 2´1´n, we can inductively choose intervals ran, bns satisfying xn´1 P ran, bns Ă
ran´1, bn´1s and bn ´ an “ 2´n{3α so that we obtain a point xn P ran, bns satisfying
´Byupxn,´1` 1{2n`1q ď 2´ 12` 23 npMR{piαq 12 .
Then, integrating along y yieldsˇˇˇˇ
upxn,´1` 12n`1 q ´ upxn,´1`
1
2n
q
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż ´1`1{2n
´1`1{2n`1
´Byupxn, yqdy ď 2´ 32´ 13 npMR{piαq 12 .
On the other hand, xn´1, xn P ran, bns and bn ´ an “ 2´n{3α implyˇˇˇˇ
upxn,´1` 12n q ´ upxn´1,´1`
1
2n
q
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ ż xn
xn´1
Bxupx,´1` 12n qdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2´ 13 nMα.
Therefore, ˇˇˇˇ
upxn,´1` 12n`1 q ´ upxn´1,´1`
1
2n
q
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2´ n3 `pMR{8piαq 12 ` Mα˘.
By definition of xn, the sequence txnunPN converges to a point x¯ P ra0, b0s. Hence, we can sum up the
inequality above for all n P N so that we have
upx¯,´1q ´ upx0,´12q ď
8ÿ
n“1
2´
n
3
`pMR{8piαq 12 ` Mα˘ ď 4`pMR{8piαq 12 ` Mα˘.(5.2)
Next, we consider the linear function
f px, yq “ `Bxupx0,´1{2q˘ px´ x0q ` `Byupx0,´1{2q˘ py` 1{2q ` upx0,´1{2q
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whose graph is the tangent hyperplane of Σ at px0,´1{2, upx0,´1{2qq. Then, the convexity of Σ gives
f px, yq ď upx, yq in Ω. Hence, (5.1) and definition of M prove the following for px, yq P Ω
upx0,´12q ´ upx, yq ď f px0,´
1
2
q ´ f px, yq ď diampΩq`M ` pMR{2piαq 12 ˘.
Thus, (5.2), α ď 1{6, R ą ApΩq ě 2, and the inequality give
upx¯,´1q ´ inf
Ω
u ď 2diampΩq`M ` pMR{2piαq 12 ˘.
Moreover, Theorem 4.3 shows
ux ď 2` 3 cotp4piα2{Rq
in ra0, b0sˆp´1,´1`σ0q. In addition, b0 “ 1´6α ě 0 and the convexity of u imply uxpx, yq ě uxp0, yq
for x ě b0. Thus, Theorem 4.3 shows again
´ux ď 2` 3 cotp4pi{25Rq ď 2` 3 cotp4piα2{Rq
in ra0, b0s ˆ p´1,´1` σ0q. Namely,
M ď 2` 3 cotp4piα2{Rq ď 2` 3R
4piα2
.
Hence,
upx¯,´1q ´ infΩ u
diampΩq ď 4`
3R
2piα2
` 2
´ R
piα
` 3R
2
8pi2α3
¯ 1
2 ď 4` R
α2
.
Thus, x¯ P ra0, b0s implies the desired result. 
We will now conclude the proof of the main Theorem 1.2. This readily follows from the following
result.
Theorem 5.3 (Existence of flat sides). Let Ω be a convex open bounded domain in R2, and let u be a
solution to (1.2) on Ω. Then, the corresponding solution Σ to (*) is class C1,1loc .
Suppose that the boundary BΩ contains a line segment L “ ttp ` p1 ´ tqq : p, q P BΩ, t P p0, 1qu.
Then, there exists a function u¯ : L Ñ R such that
u¯p~x0q “ lim
~xÑ~x0
up~xq.
Proof. Let tΩnunPN be a sequence of bounded convex open sets R2 such that
‚ tΩnu monotonically decreases to Ω, namely Ωn`1 Ă Ωn and Ωn Ñ Ω,
‚ each boundary BΩn is a strictly convex and smooth hypersurface in Rn.
Then, we let tununPN and tΣnunPN be the sequence of corresponding solutions of (1.2) with inf un “ 0 and
their graphs, respectively. We denote the convex hull of Σn by En “ ttX`p1´ tqY : X,Y P Σn, t P r0, 1su,
and define a convex body E by
E “
č
nPN
En.
Let us show that the boundary BE is a graph over Ω. Given a point ~x0 P Ω and a direction e P R2, we
denote by Ω~x0,e the subset set t~x P Ω : x~x ´ ~x0, ey ě 0u, and denote A~x0infpΩq “ inftApΩ~x0,eq : e P
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R2, |e| “ 1u. Then, A~x0infpΩq is a uniform lower bound for the area of Ω~x0n in Lemma 3.3. Moreover,
ApΩ1q and diampΩ1q are uniform upper bounds for ApΩnq and diampΩnq, respectively. Hence, Lemma
3.3 and inf un “ 0 give a uniform upper bound Up~x0q for unp~x0q, namely p~x0,Up~x0qq P E. Therefore, BE
is a graph on Ω. Since Theorem 3.1 gives the uniform curvature estimates for Σn, the limit Σ “ BE is a
C1,1loc solution to (*) defined on Ω.
Next, we assume that BΩ contains a line segment L “ tpx, y0q : a ă x ă bu. Given a point x0 P
ra0, b0s Ă pa, bq, we define a sequence of numbers tynu by xDunpx0, ynq, e2y “ 0. Then, Lemma 3.3 and
Theorem 3.4 yield a uniform lower bound r for |yn ´ y¯n˘ | depending on a0, b0, where px0, y¯n˘ q P BΩn.
Hence, for sufficiently large n, we have xDun, e2y ‰ 0 in ra0, b0s ˆ ry0, y0 ` r2 s. Namely, the surfaces Σn
are convex graphs with respect to e2 in ra0, b0s ˆ ry0, y0 ` r2 s ˆ R.
Now, we may assume y0 “ ´1, r2 ě 1, r´1, 1s Ă ra0, b0s by scaling and translating the solutions. Then,
Σn satisfies the conditions in Theorem 4.3. By Theorem 5.2, given α P p0, 1{6q there exists a sequence of
point txn` u such that xn` P r1´ 6α, 1´ 5αs and
unpxn` ,´1q P p4`ApΩ1qα´2qdiampΩ1q “ Cα.
Hence, the limit x¯` P r1 ´ 6α, 1 ´ 5αs of a subsequence of xn` satisfies pxn` ,´1,Cαq P E. In the same
manner, there exists a number x¯´ P r´1` 5α,´1` 6αs such that pxn´ ,´1,Cαq P E. Then, the convexity
of E yields px,´1,Cαq P E for all x P r´1`6α, 1´6αs Ă rx¯´, x¯`s, which implies the desired result. 
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